This guide describes well-established and practical pedagogical behaviors for a foreign language teacher in an ordinary situation, a classroom with 20-35 pupils who are beginning the study of a foreign language in school or college. The first chapter, "The Five Stages," discusses the stages through which an item (a word, construction, or idiom) in a language is learned: recognition, imitation, repetition, variation, and selection. The second chapter, "The First Day in the FL class: the Teacher's Presentation," emphasizes the importance of teaching communicative competence and,
Repeti on --t day in the FL class he teacher's presentation: Learning a FL is performing in the FL --Real FL sentences --Hearing and sPeaking before readin, and writing --Habits are formed by practice --The FL requires new speaking habits --Natural speed for speaking --FL letters sp8ll FL word --How we w:t11 practice --"Now we are ready to begin our practice with some simple snort FL sentences from the teacher's manual to Verstehcn und_Sprechen (1962 , 1970 , by H. Rehder, U. Thomas, P. O'Connor, W. F. Twaddell;
and from Foreign language instruction t the second level (1963) .
The discussion On the teaching of rounded front _ vowels on pp. 00-00 is adapted from "Monatshefte fur deutschen
Unterricht" (February 1944, pp. 103-104) In the recent past much has been written on theories about the learning of a foreirlanguage and techniques of teaching one.
speculations and generalizations about a child's acquisition of its first ("native") language have sometimes been made the basis fnr speculations and generalizations about effective foreignJanguage learning and teaching. There have been appeals to doctrines about the nature of language as an abstract structure,
. to justify new pedagogies. Often the real situation of the .
classroom has been dioregarded, and."language acquisition" has been described without considering the age, motivation, or previous linguistic experience of learners, or the size of classes, the length f class periods,.the frequency of class meetings, the duration of the course.
If a teacher-training course is dominated by the presentation of recently evolved theorie-it is an inadequate preparation for the real-life situation about to be faced by a new teacher or a teacher who has had to cope with classroom problems by improvising some of the special language classroom customs.
that will be prevailing during the. year.
Every school, every teache-and eery clasS have their own characteristic personalities; and no one inflexible inroduction to the study of the FL could 'fit all the teaching situations at the b,,ginning of the year. Naturally, every teacher will modify the order or the emphasis of the topics and will bring life and authority into the explanation by u ing his or her own words.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Learning a FL is performing in the FL
Most of you a e studying a modern foreign language for the first time in our Beginning FL'course. I hardly need tell you that all classes are different in the different subjects. But'a modern foreign language is one of the MOST different subjects in the whole curriculum.
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In the FL class you will be perform ng'--perform in a number of different ways. The first stage is to build up hab_ts of speaking and understanding what is spoken. In some ways, this is not only the first skill and the first set of habits you will need; it is also the one that at first cilis for the most concentrated learning.
for the fir--t few hours of this FL course we won't be learning facts, but just building up some basic habits.
These 'habits and skills of talking will gradually become more 'and mord natural for you and after a while the work on these speaking habits will be a smaller and smaller part of your total FL study, as yeu develop and practice skills and habits of reading useful and important message_ in print and writing.
But for several weeks these pronouncing and listening habits --d skills of making and understanding sentences will be our p ime objective. We will learn what to say in real-life situations, and how to say it so that we can be understood and can understand what i said to us.
do this we'll build up the needed habits by'performing pronouncing FL sentences and learning the right time to use the right sentence with a good pronunciation and getting so much practice that when we hear one of our FL sentences we'll understand at once what it -eans.
Real FL sen nces
This means that we'll be concentrating on performance and habit-forming practice, with real FL sentences. We'll learn a few FL sentences by heart every week, and then practice using them in different combinations and changing them around to make new FL s'entences, just the way FL-speaking people make up their new sentences whenever they have something ne_ to say.
At first we'll practice with very simple every-day sentences.
Our first purpose will be to build up good pronunciation habits. In many ways the FL has to be pronounced differently from English; and it will take quite a while and a lot of practice to form the habit of using the FL sounds naturally. Later on we'll learn Natural speed for speaking
One thing we will have to watch out for is speed in speaking.
Since we all have our English-speaking habits well formed, we can speak and understand our own lanauage at a rate of many syllables a second. Naturally, speakers of the FL can do the same inthe FL. At first the normal speed of the FL will seem very fast to you, and maybe you will want me to slow down and let'you slow down. But ye mustn't do_this. It is much better to practice a sentence more times until we can speak it and understand it at normal speed. We have to be especially careful mot to get into the bad habit of speaking a sentence word-by-word.
The FL speakers don't speak the FL word-by-word, any more than we speak English word-by-word. Whenever a sentence is too long for you to be able to speak it right through at normal speed,.I will break it up into parts for you, and we'll build it up part by parq 'not word-by word! --until it is easy. After we have practiced the whole sentence for a while, t will beg n to sound natural .and familiar,and the first impression of speed will wear off.
. ,
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One reason why we do speaking practice first and do it at normal speed is to build u aood reading habits for later.
In order to read with .enjoyment we have to read by word-groups, not painfully w--7d-by-wcrd. After our speaking and listening practice at normal speed we will be used to word-groups, and the result will be better reading habits, like the reading habits of FL opeakers when they read the FL. So I will stop the practice from time to tIme to correct a pronunciation that needs to be changed in order to build up the right FL-speaking habits.
Ww we're ready to begin our first practice with some simple short FL sentences..
Tac=ics of presenting mater al for _ral habit-forming
Larger to smaller grow) --"Another way of saying it" The backward build-up Speed-up practice --The teaching of U and 6
Larger to smaller group In presenting new material, or familiar mate ial in a ne-form, it is wise to begin with choral practice by the entire class, then by various sections of the class, then by ro s, and only then by individual students.
In this wayl embarrassment is reduced, since by the time an individual performs alone he has already produced the material many times as a member of a group. Furthermore, ther% is an "error-blanketing" effect in large-group performance. The individual uncertainties and-errors tend to cancel each other out, and idhat is heard as a kind of average is likely to be better than most individual performance would be during the fir:t few imitations and repetitions.
"Another way of saving it"
One difficulty in language teaching is that every and then a question comes up about a particular sentence.
Sometimes a student has heard at home or from some friend of the family who has been in a FL-speaking country that there is an alternative for a sentence.
Often the suggested alternative is reStricted as to region or dialect or social The language-structure reason for building up from the end is that the important melody intonation comeS at the end of a !I, sentence or clause, and we want to keep practicing in such a way that "the end is always the end."
If we did the first part by itself, we would have to stop in midair so far as the sentence-melody intonation is Concerned, or put on an unreal end-intonation that we would have to change as soon as the following part is added in the next practice.
There is also a learning-psychology reason for the backward build-up. The learner is gaining in both accuracy and confidence, since he is always moving onward toward a more-practiced section at the end of-each performance, where he knows he can do it c rectly; so his confidence increases rather than fades as he practices.
Speed-up pract ce
In the course of presenting a :3entence or phrase through successive imitations and _petitions bv groups and individuals, the pace of pronunciatIon is likely to be slowed 'down.
It is a natural tendency for the stuãents to imitate a little more slowly than the teache normal speed pronunciation, and after a while this has its effect on the teacher's own pace. An occasional'corrective measure, which is also a desirable touch of variety, is a brief "speed-up" practice. As a kind of game, the There is no physiological difficulty in this combination, in terms of the human muscular apparatus. The difficulty results from the fact that this particul-,-combination of muscular movements and positions is not normally prac.aced int-speaking English. In American speech, lip move ents are relatively small. And in so far as any lip movement is habitual for speake-s of American English, a front tongue position is acc mpanied by spread rather than rounded (a grin rather than a pout). An additional diffictilty is introduced when the beginner approaches the pronuncition problem by w-y of the written word: The German spelling_ 'f "U" and "6" tend to suggest the tongue positions of [1.1j ant: [_] and are the_ fore misleading; similarly, the This procedure i-based on a well-known phonetic fact:
'An articulatory movement or position which is essential for one sound of a syllable may be begun before the occurrence of the segment for which it is essential; and the position may be both assumed considerably before and maint-ined *The danger of inculcatin_ an incorrect pronunciation by a few repetitions of an unrounded vowel sound is small enough to be disregarded, especially since the students are aware that this pronunciation is ,;.entative and imperfect.
It is important to establish the p oper tongue positicn, based upon the acoustic impression, as a necessary preliminary to the exact, complete imitation.
-.28-considerably after the occurrence of the so-nd of which it is an essenuial element.
The lips are relabively less agile than the other organs of speech Hence they are likely to anticipate a required position relatively long before the o6currence of a sound for which it is esential, and to be relatively slow in leaving such a Position. In actual speaking, the lip-rounding which is essential for syllable: "3ffnen, fuhren" etc.
The application of this procedure must vary, ac-rding to the basic teaching practice being followed. 
Tactics of oral pr-c
Chain practice --Reversed role* fumbling --Sul;ply:ing a needed Dramatic reading * * * * * * * * * * * * * --Hesitation and -
Minimum res
Chain practice A student, for example at the end of a row, asks the student next to him a question from the basic dialogue, and that student answers with the reply that follows in the dialogue. Then the answerer becomes a questioner, and asks the studen: next to him the same question, and receives the same reply.
After at most five pairs have engaged in this chain, the teacher can interrupt by instructing the student who has just answered: "Ask me that." Then the teacher can answer ("reversed roles"). Either this terminates the chain practice, or it gives the teacher the opportunity to start a new chain in an unexpected part of the classroom. Decide on an appropriate gesture; use it along with an English instruction until,the association is established; then shift to the FL with the gesture; and finally omit the gesture. Naturally, such instructions are for the students' recognition and understanding only, and there is no need f-r the students to practice producing them. We start from the resultc f the very careful guidance during the introductory phs.,,e, and we aim ultimately providing the students with.the resources It is'the teacher's task to dis inguish in the classroom between (1) the times when accuracy should be insisted on, using the rigorous corrective and reinforcing procedures of the.introductory course, and 2) the times when fluency is the main goal, and correction must be tempered to avoid discouragement and lack of confidence.
As a general principle it is. unwise to call attention to minor inaccuracies during exercises primarily aimed at developing fluency. However, like most general principles, this one has to be observed with'discretion. If a particular mistake is occurring repeatedly) it is necessary to halt it 4 4
and replace it with a correct form or 13,. nunciation.
When this hantenc an anproximatlon to polite adult conversation is desirable, like "Yes." Then the correct sentence given, without too conspicuous emphasis on the correction.
"Isn't that Then the correct sentence again.
This restrai t in correction is properly balanced by occasional praise of a-particularly good and correct performance, as an indirect reminder and an effective reinforcemen-of accuracy.
